
 

 

 

Title: Literacy Walks 

Primary age range: Y1/2  Secondary age range: Y3/4; Y5/6 

Link to subjects: Literacy, PSHE 

Learning Objectives: 
 

● To explore and identify the different types of texts in their environment 
● To consider the role of ‘author’ and the purpose of different types of text. 

 

Lesson Outcomes: 
 

● Students will create a class display of the wide variety of texts in their environment 
which discusses their purposes. 

 

Key Competencies: 
 
KC2: The ideas of science and scholarship (learning) 
KC3: How to function in society 
KC4: Aesthetic and cultural awareness 
KC8: Interpersonal communication 
KC9: Self-development 
KC10: How to confront themselves with challenges 
 

Note:  
 
This is an activity that is often carried out with students in their earliest years of education, but 
it is still something that is valuable for students as they get older and their understanding of 
what they observe deepens. 
 

Activity Outline: 
 
Ask: where do you see texts around you? 
 
Discuss. Encourage students to think creatively about what ‘text’ means- it can be anything 
that is designed to create a message which includes a written form of communication. This 
includes posters, adverts, labels, magazines, books, leaflets…the list is endless. Sometimes 
we can get a message from something without words- it still identifies something (for example, 



 

 

a logo). Create a list of what they observe. They may start slowly and then build up pace 
when they realise what ‘counts’ as a text is incredibly wide. 
 
Explain: All these different types of texts count as a form of literacy- and our way of 
understanding them varies depending on where we are, who we are and our experiences. 
You are going to explore what literacy you can find in your world and what it means. 
 
Arrange literacy walks in school, community and at home. Take pictures of the texts they find. 
If there are enough devices, support the students to do this themselves, or alternatively 
support students to identify things they’d like to have photographed on their behalf. 
 

● Go on a walk through school and take photos of texts they find (posters, displays, 
letters, labels, uniforms, books, magazines, toys…) 

 
● Next, go out into the local area (your school may have its own risk assessment 

requirements before doing this). Record and document the texts that they see (signs, 
posters, graffiti, shop names, advertising billboards, bus/public transport timetables, 
litter…). What languages are present?  

 
● If possible and accessible for students, ask students to take photos/create a list of 

texts in their home. This might include books, digital devices, environmental print like 
posters, food packaging, etc. A letter draft to parents and caregivers is included as an 
example, but this can be adapted for your families. 

 
Together, review these photos. You might be able to print them out and let the students 
explore them physically, or else you can present them on a shared screen. 
 
Ask: Who are the different authors behind each example? 

 
Discuss. Explore the idea that each type of text has an author behind it. Even if it is not 
always possible to see their name, we can find out the company (e.g. the company on food 
packaging, or the council on a public transport timetable). 

 
Ask: What is the purpose of each type of text? 
 
Is it to inform, teach, persuade, describe, advertise, entertain…e.g. The label on clothes is to 
tell you the size, what the clothes are made of, and how to wash them- they are to inform you. 
The logo on clothes might be to entertain you, or to advertise the brand name (if you see 
someone you like and admire wearing a top with the Nike swoop it might persuade you to buy 
something from Nike yourself). 
 
Create a class display of the wide variety of texts in our environment and their purposes. If 
possible, share this with other classes and ask the students to present what they have found. 



 

 

Materials Needed: 
 
Camera to take photos 

Supporting resources: 
 
https://foundationyears.org.uk/files/2016/02/AstonWhizz-Final-CS-2.pdf 
 
Sheffield REAL project 
 
Environmental print 
 
 

 
 
Notes to Sheida: 
 
Letter to families 
 
 
Dear Parents and Caregivers, 
 
We are looking this [week] at the student’s identities as a reader, and the presence of different 
texts in school, their communities and their homes. 
 
Texts can include all sorts of things, not just printed books, and so we would love to explore 
some of the different types of text and literacy practices in your homes.  
 
Take a look around your home to find and record (either with taking a photo or writing a list 
together) what sort of texts you find. 
 
This could include: 
 

- Books 
- Devices including phones, tablets, e-readers, etc. 
- Newspapers, magazines, comics 
- Brochures 
- Letters and junk mail 
- Toys with letters/symbols 
- Food and drink packaging 
- Labels and slogans on clothes 
- Writing on electronic devices such as televisions or games consoles 
- Anything else! 

 



 

 

We hope that the children can explore their unique literacy identity through the types of texts 
they can find in their home, whilst also encouraging them to see that texts are everywhere 
around them all the time, not just in books! 
 
Yours, 
 
Teacher 
 
 
 


